
Technology and humanity - 
shaping our future today



How ‘computable’ are we?



If you can describe your job it will be automated



Technology Humanity

Algorithms Androrithms



Connectivity is the new religion; offline is the new luxury



Humanity will change more in the next 20 years than in the previous 300 years



The future is better then we think: 90% opportunity and 10% problems*

via Frank Diana TCS



… but we must urgently balance our new capabilities with our new responsibilities 





Hyper-connectivity

We’re at the  
pivot point  

of exponential 
change Smart-everything / DataX

Quantum computing
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The end of oil (yes, really)

Virtualisation: AR/VR

Intelligent Assistance IA / AI

The Singularity  



Soon, the question is no longer IF technology can do something but WHY and WHO



Years not decades: huge opportunities  
as well as many new ethical i.e. human challenges



Would you agree that 

we now have an ethical 

imperative to harness 

the power of 

exponential 

technologies for the 

collective good of 

mankind?

Perceived benefits and negative consequences of 12 emerging technologies (via WEF Global Risk Study 2016)



Finding a healthy and sustainable balance between technology and  
humanity is becoming mission-critical to our collective future



Or should this be the final stage of the human species?

WALL-E 
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Example: advertising based on surveillance or on interruption has no future
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Speaking to machines ‘like speaking to a friend’?



“Transcending human limitations“  ! ?



“Transcending human limitations“ ! ?



Technology is morally neutral until we apply it (it’s #Hellven)



#HellVen Technology



SOFTWARE IS EATING THE WORLD  
(Marc Andreessen)



But  software (and 

technology, in general) 

should not end up 

cheating the world









The Cloud + DataX + AI + IoT: we’re building a new meta-intelligence 
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Data is the new oil, and AI is the new electricity: + $50 Trillion



Technology now has more power than oil or banking ever did
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Who will be mission control’ for humanity?



Who will be mission control’ for humanity?



The biggest danger is not that machines will eliminate us but  

that we become too much like them



Efficiency is for robots
We must use new technologies to do NEW things not just more efficient things!



Technology is not what we seek but how we seek



Anything that can be digitized or automated, will be…

Anything that cannot be digitized or automated will become much more valuable   







Exponential 

technological 

progress will 

eliminate our 

routine tasks … 

but not our  

work or  

our purpose!



The 2017 FutureOfLife AI principles: great overall guidance for the future of technology, business and society 

• Human values: all systems should be designed and operated to be compatible with 

ideals of human dignity, rights, freedoms and cultural diversity 

• Shared benefit and prosperity: to benefit & empower as many people as possible 

• Ecosystem thinking: ethical, economical and societal issues need to be included 

• Responsibility: those that design, build or run these systems are moral stakeholders



Imagine

Observe

Transform

Understand



Uninstall the fear, but keep the caution!



Being on 

Team 

Human 
 is a key 

differentiator!  





Embrace technology 
- but don’t become it!



The future  
belongs to  
those who  
can hear 
it coming 
(David Bowie)



Thanks for your time and attention!

Download this deck at www.futuristgerd.com


